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ABSTRACT
Human Path Prediction Using Auto Encoder LSTMs and Single Temporal Encoders
Hayden R. Hudgins
Due to automation, the world is changing at a rapid pace. Autonomous agents have
become more common over the last several years and, as a result, have created a need
for improved software to back them up. The most important aspect of this greater
software is path prediction, as robots need to be able to decide where to move in the
future. In order to accomplish this, a robot must know how to avoid humans, putting
frame prediction at the core of many modern day solutions. A popular way to solve
this complex problem of frame prediction is Auto Encoder LSTMs. Though there are
many implementations of this, at its core, it is a neural network comprised of a series
of time sensitive processing blocks that shrink and then grow the datas dimensions
to make a prediction. The idea of using Auto Encoder styled networks to do frame
prediction has also been adapted by others to make Temporal Encoders. These neural
networks work much like traditional Auto Encoders, in which the data is reduced then
expanded back up. These networks attempt to tease out a series of frames, including a
predictive frame of the future. The problem with many of these networks is that they
take an immense amount of computation power, and time to get them performing
at an acceptable level. This thesis presents possible ways of pre-processing input
frames to these networks in order to gain performance, in the best case seeing a 360x
improvement in accuracy compared to the original models. This thesis also extends
the work done with Temporal Encoders to create more precise prediction models,
which showed consistent improvements of at least 50% for some metrics. All of the
generated models were compared using a simulated data set collected from recordings
of ground level viewpoints from Cities: Skylines. These predicted frames were then
iv
analyzed using a common perceptual distance metric, that is, Minkowski distance, as
well as a custom metric that tracked distinct areas in frames. All of the following was
run on a constrained system in order to see the effects of the changes as they pertain
to systems with limited hardware access.
v
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Robots, self-driving cars, and autonomous machines are becoming common place in
society today. In the past, machines of this fashion were limited to a small subset
of stationary tasks in manufacturing facilities. Today, machines have increased func-
tionality and mobility. We have machines that can cook and clean, assist military
operations, move objects in a warehouse, and even perform biological procedures.
Some of these robots are even autonomous, such as Rumba’s vacuum robot that can
clean your house and Tesla’s self-driving car that can move autonomously on the
freeway.
With these robots entering society at such a rapid rate they bring with them new
problems. One of the biggest problems is the barrier between robots and their hu-
man counterparts. Often times robots have a set goal and they will directly try to
complete it, but humans are much more dynamic in nature. This can lead to clashing
between robots and humans, leading to robots good intentions being fraught with in-
convenience. For mobile robots this problem is accentuated greatly. A mobile robot
is not only tasked with some goal but is also asked to do so in an uncertain and
dynamic environment. If such a machine acts wrongly, it could greatly interfere with
the goals of the human or worse, harm them. This makes it incredibly important that
an autonomous machine be aware of humans and ready to change course if need be.
A large part of being able to keep robots out of the way of humans while also main-
taining progress to their goal is path prediction. This starts with being able to tell
where a human might be in the near future. This is crucial because without it, robots
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and other autonomous machines succumb to the issue known as the frozen robot
problem. This is where a robot cannot move or make progress towards its goal due to
fear of interfering with human life. This makes the task of making a non-intrusive yet
productive autonomous machine extremely important today. Being that this obstacle
is such a large dilemma for the rapidly growing use of autonomous machines, many
people have attempted to solve it using a variety of means. Most of which involve
using camera image data from above the robot or on the robot itself to try to discern
when any and all humans will be in the subsequent time steps.
Since the late 2000’s Convolutional Neural Networks and Computer Vision have been
used to track human movement and do short term location predictions. Convolutional
Neural Network uses convolutions over an image to identify patterns in the images
that can lead to insight about the frame. The idea of Computer Vision is that we
can use such techniques like Convolutional Neural Networks to give the computer a
sense of sight. This can then be used to make a prediction about the next location
of people in the frame.
Much of what this paper will cover is a unique use of Convolutional Neural Networks
to predict the future path of humans in uncertain environments. Much of what has
been implemented today focuses more on certain environments such as warehouses
that are unlikely to change or driving on a road where there are driving rules that
are likely to be followed by other agents. The type of environments that are to be
tackled in this thesis are those such as plazas and other open areas that humans may
move freely with little limitation, making movement much more stochastic. Yet even
in this uncertainty there are many predictions that can be made that are statistically
correct. Just like a human can see a person moving across an area and guess where
they may be going, computers can do something similar. By looking at a series of
movements, a computer, like a human, can make a prediction about the future. This
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knowledge will eventually allow autonomous mobile machines to move freely through
such uncertain environments while avoiding the frozen robot problem.
1.1 Human Path Prediction
Humans to a large degree use the concept of path prediction as they move around
the environment. Before we step into the street or move across a crowded area we
look around and see where potential collision may occur and actively avoid them to
get to our destination safely. The goal of this thesis is to provide machines a similar
thought process to predict where humans may be in the coming moments, making a
similar analysis of the situation.
Unlike humans though, it would take an immense amount of processing power, time,
and money to get a robot to learn these ideas like humans. Humans learn very much
through trial and error and mimicry [55]. In order for robots to understand the
concepts that take years for humans to learn, we must take a different approach, not
to mention in the case of large heavy robots error could mean something catastrophic.
This is where machine learning comes in. If we can model these environments as
situations as images and train a model to accurately predict where humans are going
to be, we can then make informed decisions that will prevent need for trial and error
or mimicry learning.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis will focus on solving the problem of accurate path prediction of humans
in uncertain environments using images taken from the robots perspective at ground
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level without the use of external sensory information. It makes the following contri-
butions to the advancement of such prediction and robot path planning.
• A process for manipulating images to get better results for constrained networks,
• A set of unique alterations to current systems that utilizes robot perspective
images to predict human movement,
• A data set collected from video games,
• Creates an experiment for analysis of the system vs past systems
The system will utilize past research done in this area that has been proven effective
in certain scenarios. Including the use of Long Short-Term Memory, behavioral con-
volutions neural networks, Social LSTMs, and variations of Auto Encoders which will
serve as the basis of our neural network. The system as implemented provides a solu-
tion to the problem of not having access to multiple sensor locations and data types
that are realistic for a production robot. The data set will be produced by recording
raw footage from today’s popular video games, providing anyone who wishes to test
their path prediction model a set of data with many frames to do so with. Using
video games allowed for an immense amount of data to be collected at ease. The ex-
periment will be conducted by comparison of today’s popular models vs the models
with the alterations made.
1.3 Sections
This paper will first present the relevant information that applies to the problem and
solution at hand in the Background section, section 2. Section 3 will go over a brief
description of the Tools Used in creation of this thesis. Then in the next section,
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section 4, Related Works, we will discuss other solutions to the problem and how
they relate to our research. The Baseline Models used in this paper will be discussed
in section 5. Section 6, Design, will cover the design of the system and data set and
reasons for those choices. In section 7, Implementation, we will cover the details of the
system implementation and all relevant information associated. Section 8, Validation,
will describe the validation test design as well as the implementation of it. Next, in
section 9, Results and Discussion, we will show the results of the validation section
and discuss what has been presented. Our Conclusion will be talked about in section
10. Lastly, in section 11, Future Work, we will discuss the work that would be natural




Human path and gait prediction has had a short but rich history over the past decade.
With the advent of autonomous robots becoming popular the need for such prediction
has risen. Much of the work done in this thesis utilizes or is based on the artificial
intelligence concept of deep learning. This section will start with an overview of
autonomous machines and where human path prediction comes into play. Then it
will talk about deep learning and the necessary information to understand them as it
pertains to this work. Next it will go over the tools that are utilized and last it will
discuss work done by others that has laid the ground work for this thesis.
2.1 Autonomous Machines
An autonomous machine is a machine that can act entirely on its own. Often times
these machines can be classified as semi-autonomous as they need human input to
know what tasks should be done. For the sake of this paper we are going to group
these two types of machines, and collectively call them autonomous machines. These
machines are then split into two subsets, mobile autonomous machines and stationary
autonomous machines. Mobile autonomous machines have the capability to move
around their environment autonomously. Mobile Autonomous machines and robots
identify an intersection of complex tasks that must be performed by a computer. Not
only does the agent have to complete a task, but it has to do it with little to no
direction from a human while operating in a safe and effective matter. The latter
part being the focus of this thesis.
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Often times mobile autonomous robots have to work around human constraints in
various ways. The main constraint we are concerned with in this thesis is space. To
be effective, mobile autonomous robots need to perform their tasks without inter-
fering with human activities. This includes navigating the physical world in a safe
manner. Such navigation is difficult to explicitly specify due to the stochastic and
chaotic nature of the world. Envision a crowded walkway with people. Collisions
between people are rare, and the lack of them is attributed to the information that
we subconsciously communicate to other people. In order for a robot to move among
humankind, it will need to understand how to, in essence, read humans. To make
matters worse, humans are not yet familiar with their machine counterparts which
leads to even more unpredictable movement.
To handle this problem the artificial intelligence community has turned to path pre-
diction as a possible solution [17]. Path prediction is the idea that given past infor-
mation about a persons path and movement through an area we can infer the correct
path that an individual will take in the future. This has been attempted in several
ways from using sensors such as radar and lidar to using aerial live video [17]. If
done correctly though, path prediction can give a mobile autonomous agent the tools
necessary to move around an environment safely and effectively.
2.2 Deep Learning
Many of the implementations in the past utilized some form of artificial intelligence
(AI) and this thesis will build upon these efforts. The branch of AI that we are
concerned most about is Deep Learning. Deep Learning leverages the idea of neural
networks to extract a desired set of information out of a set of data. This is extremely
valuable as most of the time we don’t want to have human extract meaningful in-
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formation out of data as it is time consuming and labor intensive. Once trained, a
Deep Learning model can intake the desired data and hopefully output meaningful
information about the data effectively and efficiently.
2.2.1 Neural Networks
Neural networks as a whole, attempt to make a computer think like a human. Based
largely off imitation of brain science, neural networks have propelled themselves to
the for-front of AI research as of late. This was not always the case though, neural
networks have been around since the 1940’s but have gone through many waves in
popularity. Recently with the advancements in hardware, especially GPU’s, neural
networks have become viable for problems that were previously not [11].
A neural network is comprised of neurons, roughly meant to resemble a neuron in
the brain. These neurons take in many weighted inputs, where each input has its
own independent weight. These values then get summed up and run through what
is called an activation function. The purpose of this is to standardize the output of
each neuron. The general formula for a neuron can be seen in equation 2.1, where W




Wi ∗ Vi) (2.1)
In Deep Learning neurons are generally arranged in what are called layers. These
layers are a set of neurons that will take in inputs from the previous layer and run
parallel to produce many outputs, one from each neuron. A defining feature of a
Deep Learning model is that it has several layers. Often time they are referenced
8
Figure 2.1: Dense Deep Learning Model
as input, hidden, and output layers. The input layer is, as expected the layer that
the information gets fed directly into. Similarly, the output layer is the layer in
which the information is output from the model. The hidden layers are where things
get interesting. There can be any number of layers in the hidden layers. The most
common structure for a basic neural network is fully connected or dense, meaning
that all outputs from the previous layer are fed into all input of the next layer. An
example of a dense Deep Learning model can be seen in figure 2.2.1.
The last important part of the Deep Learning model to understand is how they
actually learn; what makes them commonly referenced as Machine Learning models.
Models learn or are trained on a set of labeled data. Labeled data is data in which
we have a given set of inputs and their corresponding known outputs. With this
information we can give the input data to the network and analyze its outputs. To
analyze the network, we can calculate the loss of the model. The loss is calculated
via a loss function, which tells us how far off our result was from the desired output.
Once the loss has been calculated we can use it to adjust the weights to get us
closer to the desired output. How we go about these adjustments is controlled by the
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optimizer. A common optimizer is gradient descent which calculates the gradient or
n-dimensional slope of the loss and adjusts each weight in our network such that we
get closer to the desired prediction. This process as a whole as it applies to all the
layers is called back propagation. Back propagation is generally resource and time
intensive so usually we calculate the loss of many runs together and get an averaged
gradient to follow. The number of runs we do together is called a batch. Given proper
amounts of information and training time we can train a network to accurately do a
desired function. Every time we train on the whole set of training data we call that
training session an epoch. Traditionally many epochs are needed to get the desired
results. The size of batches and number of epochs along with layer parameters are
often referred to as hyper parameters of a neural network. Once we have tuned the
hyper parameters and the training process is done, we should have a model that can
be used to predict, estimate, or distill some information for us.
One problem that does need to be addressed when talking about Deep Learning
models is that they can over-fit. Over-fitting is the idea that a model has trained
so well that it can no longer predict anything outside of the set of training data
accurately. This is a problem because when a model is used in practice, it is likely
that it will encounter input data that is not exactly like what it has trained off of. In
these cases, we want the model to generalize so that it can handle these situations.
2.2.2 Convolution Neural Networks
Now that we have discussed the basics of neural networks and Deep Learning models,
we need to cover convolutional neural networks (CNN’s) as they will be utilized in this
thesis. Convolutional neural networks utilize the mathematical convolution operation
to gain special data about a set of information. A convolution as it pertains to CNN’s
is the operation of doing a matrix multiplication over part of the input space and a
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Figure 2.2: Convolution [43]
matrix called a kernel or filter. The kernel or filter operates as our weights in this
operation. The output values for each matrix multiplication are then summed up to
get a single output. This is then done for the whole input space using the same kernel
or filter. The idea behind this is that we can use a filter to tease out information about
the whole input tensor. To make things easier we will call our n-dimensional arrays
(usually 2 dimensions in our case) tensors. An example of one matrix multiplication
can be seen in Figure 2.2. The area of the input space that we apply the matrix
multiply and sum to is slid right and down by some step value until we have done
this operation on all possible unique combinations of the filter sized areas. All of
these operations together are called a convolution.
After teasing out information from the input tensor by way of training, we are able to
infer some form of data that considers special locality. This is simply by the nature of
convolutions as they take in a group of locally centered data points. Another benefit
to CNN’s over other forms of Deep Learning is that we have very few weights to train
since the same filter is used across the whole image. This allows us to train more
broadly so that we can generalize our solution to the real world and avoid over fitting
all while having lower computation complexity.
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Figure 2.3: Recurrent Networks [35]
Traditionally CNN’s and their utilization are particularly important for computer
vision as computer vision is an attempt at parsing image data which comes in the
form of a 2d tensor representing pixel data. This data not only fits the dimensionality
of CNN’s, but also needs to be parsed with respect to special orientation for optimal
results lending itself further to CNN’s.
2.2.3 Recurrent Networks and LSTMs
Recurrent networks, as the name implies, employs the idea of looping through a series
of data in a time sequence such that relationships throughout time can be teased out.
This is typically done by feeding the results from one block of the network back into
itself along with the next time sequence of data. Once the data is looped though the
output of that specific block is then passed to the next part or layer of the network.
A good illustration of this is shown by figure 2.3. In this representation of a Recurrent
Neural Netowork (RNN), you can see how the input to the RNN layer takes in A,
processes the information and outputs h. X in this case is a series of data across the
time access and h is the output of the RNN layer. The recurrent part comes into play
as A processes the first timestep, then passes the output of A back into itself (the A
to the right) and takes in the next timestep to create the next output. Once A has
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run through all of the timesteps, we get our final output ht. This output takes into
consideration all of the input across time and encapsulates that information.
There are many different variations of the RNN shown in figure 2.3, the most com-
mon and successful of them all though is clearly the Long Short-Term Memory model
(LSTM). An LSTM has the same principles of basic RNNs but with one major mod-
ification. That modification was the ability to learn how to dynamically weight the
input of the last iteration and the new input so that we get a more precise output.
This makes logical sense too as it is clear that not everything relies on past as much
as some things. Take a simple case of how to determine the state of an object as it
currently is, this network would not care about how it got there but rather where it is
at now. This same principle can be applied to things that do rely on past information,
not all models that take in past information need to pull in as much from the last
time-step [18].
2.2.4 Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks
Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks (RCNN’s) use the same principles talked
about in the last two subsections to make a time sensitive analysis of 2D data. This
representation is used in many scenarios like sound and light, but is most famously
used for analysing video which is just a time representation of images. In our case it
is easiest to imagine that block A in figure 2.3 is a CNN layer that looks at a single
image. This will ultimately help us analyse movement patters in video footage.
2.2.5 Auto Encoders
Auto encoders play a large role in this thesis. Like many other people we too are
interested in using this technique to pull information out of video [7] [44] [49] . Auto
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Figure 2.4: Auto Encoder [50]
encoders are classically used for finding a certain compressed representation for a
given set of data. This is done by having a network find what information needs to
be represented and create an algorithm to shrink a data set into a smaller number
of features. This part of the Auto Encoder is called the Encoder. The other half of
the Auto Encoder is the Decoder, this is where we try to recreate the original data
from the shrunken data. Once trained, these neural networks will have found a way
to represent similar data at the choke point in the middle of the network [4].
Figure 2.4 clearly shows how the number of features is shrunk and then expanded.
Ultimately, this can be ran on a new set of similar data and the internal representation
at Code layer can be used as a compressed version. The left side of Code layer
represents the Encoder and the right side represents the Decoder [4].
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2.2.6 Classifiers
An important subsection of Computer Vision that needs to be addressed for the sake
of this thesis is classifiers. Classifiers are typically convolutional neural networks that
look at an image and classify a certain set of objects in the image. Some of these
algorithms have even gotten to the point of being able to identify multiple objects in
one pass of the image [41]. In many cases the input is an image and the output is the
location and type of objects in the frame. This will prove very useful for analysis of
our predictive networks.
2.2.7 Pooling and Up-Scaling
Another important neural networks topic to cover for this thesis is the idea of pooling
and up-scaling. To begin, lets talk about pooling, this is the idea of down sizing a
set of data by taking a pool or set of information and reducing it to a single value.
Throughout the course of this paper we will use and talk about max pooling quite a
lot. This is the idea of taking a set of numbers in a tensor and then replacing that
set with the max value in the set. So if we had a two by two tensor with the values
1, 2, 3, and 4 in the four spots we would replace that two by two tensor with a one
by one tensor containing the value 4.
Up-scaling is very similar but instead of reducing the tensor size we are increase it.
We increase a one by one tensor to an n by n tensor with all values containing the
value held inside the one by one tensor. So for example, if we had a one by one tensor
with the value of 4 and we wanted to produce a two by two tensor, all four of those




This section will cover all the tools used in this research. A brief introduction to all
of the tools used will prove helpful to understanding what is meant in later sections.
3.1 TensorFlow and Keras
As touched on earlier, Deep Learning models have been propelled forward with the
advancement of GPU’s. This is because we need to compute many mathematical,
typically matrix calculations at a time and GPU’s are very good at such tasks. To
make the case for GPU’s even stronger, most of the time we will be working with 32
bit floats which are what GPU’s are optimized for [46]. To create all of the neurons
in a model and then tell the GPU to run them from scratch would take a painstaking
amount of time and effort. Luckily, Google has developed a python library that can
interface with a GPU and can create layers of neurons for us called TensorFlow.
This allows us to think about the problem at a higher design level without worrying
about individual implementations. Still, with TensorFlow we are able to manipulate
almost anything we desire if need be, including individual connections between layers.
TensorFlow ends up being an extremely powerful library as it was written in C++
and CUDA allowing for exact and fast memory management for all the mathematical
operations. CUDA is Nvidia’s parallel application programming interface that allows
for the optimization of GPU operations in parallel, enabling a lot of this power, and
C++ gives us the power of C over memory management [1].
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To make things even easier Franc¸ois Chollet created another abstraction on top of
Tenser Flow that optimizes many hyper parameters for us called Keras. The Keras
library was built using common TensorFlow model structures in Python, so that
people would not have to write as much boiler plate code. Keras is also a Python
library much like TensorFlow, even sharing many of the same conventions. Keras, as
a whole does a great deal to simplify and alleviate some of the problems associated
with using TensorFlow [9].
3.2 OpenCV
OpenCV is a common and popular Computer Vision library for helping to input and
operate on image data. OpenCV was implemented using C++ and can be utilized on
many platforms and devices. OpenCV is available for use in either C++ or Python.
In our case, we will be using the Python version in order to work with TensorFlow
and Keras. There are a plethora of functions and operations OpenCV can do when
it comes to computer vision but for our purposes we will only be utilizing its ability
to read videos and images in as tensors. OpenCV also gives us the options of trans-
forming or converting parts of an image in several ways which could aid in our model
training. Some of these being, blur, scale, flip, grey-scale, RGB and so on. OpenCV
also provides us some tools to analyse the outputs of these networks. One such tool
is the Simple Blob Detector KNN. This network allows us to detect distinct portions
of frames produced by our model [6].
3.3 Google Cloud Compute
In order to train a large network capable of doing what has been proposed a great
number of hardware resources are needed. This is where Google Cloud Compute
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(GCC) comes in; this platform allows individuals to set up virtual machines for
specific purposes. Among the plethora of options that Google offers, include the
ability to use a GPU that has been designed for Machine Learning purposes. Because
of this and its ease of use we chose to use the Google Cloud Compute platform to host
our data and run our systems on. The ability to have access to hardware typically
out of reach for most people, proved invaluable during the course of this work. As a
side note, there are other platforms such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS that
we could have used as well, there was no clear benefit to any of these so GCC was




The research area of human path and gait prediction has had a lot of recent interest
from the computer science community. Some of which has already been discussed in
prior sections, but a few pieces of research have also directly led to the advancement
of the path prediction using Auto Encoders and LSTMs.
4.0.1 Neural Networks in Path Prediction
Based on the prior section it should come to no surprise that standard neural net-
works have been thrown at this problem. For example in 2016, Chumachenko, and
Gorbatiuk tried using a fully collected neural network to predict the location of a
UAV in 3D space. Their conclusion was that fully connected neural networks had the
capability of predicting this information but also noted that there were some issues
with this approach [10].
4.0.2 LSTMs in Frame Prediction
Building off of work like that of Chumachenko and Gorbatiuk, many others were able
to use the advancements in time-sensitive neural networks that resulted in LSTMs
to make even more robust prediction models. LSTMs for a long time now have been
used as a means of pulling information out of time sensitive data and path prediction
is no exception. Virtually every modern paper which discusses neural networks and
frame prediction either uses or mentions LSTMs. These networks at first started using
LSTMs and CNNs independently. This was done by extracting data out of the image
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fed in which was then flattened into a single dimension and then fed into an LSTM.
This was done for several frames, eventually creating an output at the end of the
network that would be the predicted next frame. [30] Soon after this though, many
researchers realized that combining the power of a CNN and an LSTM would benefit
this process. This lead to the current most popular form of RCNN, the convLSTM;
simply a combination of a traditional CNN and LSTM. This greater allowed many
people to be able to pull time series data out of images, by replacing the dense layer
inside of the LSTM with a convolutional one. This is best visualized by imagining
two images combining into one, and then that one image being combined with the
next and so on. For the greater part of the last 5 years these convolutional LSTMs
have lead to several papers that cite their effectiveness in many different orientations
[8] [57] [28] [47] . Though this is true, the rare paper will also cite other forms of
RCNNs as also being good for path prediction. [40]
4.0.3 Encoder Recurrent Decoder
Another model that is similar to the idea of the Auto Encoder LSTM that is also
taken into consideration for this thesis is the Encoder Recurrent Decoder model.
The idea of this model is to reduce the time sensitive information sequence into an
encoded sequence of information, then perform the LSTM operations on the new
sequences which in theory, will produce the next encoded piece of information in the
sequence. Once this is done we can decode that piece of information into the sequence
of information that should include the following piece of information in the original
sequence. This will reduce the number of elements for each of the LSTM layers to
worry about ideally simplifying the process. This is something that many people have
tried some variation of for frame prediction. [49] [31]
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Figure 4.1: Encoder Recurrent Decoder [35]
4.0.4 Social Forces
Another concept that has lent itself to the field is the concept of Social Forces. Social
Forces was introduced by Dr. Helbring, and Dr. Molnar in 1998. The theory sug-
gested and validated the idea that people move somewhat like magnets with attractive
and repulsive forces acting upon us. This presents itself in the way we want to stay
close to those that our in our group and avoid people that are not when traversing
a crowded area [16]. This has been adopted by many researchers as it pertains to
human tracking and prediction. Most recently has been the creation of Social LSTMs
that uses this theory to try and predict where humans will move next, traditionally
from a top down facing view [29] [3].
4.0.5 Behavioral Convolutional Neural Networks
An interesting advancement that has been considered by this thesis has to be the
invention of the Behavioral Convolutional Neural Network by Yi, Li, and Wang. This
paper utilized classification to identify people and then mapped all of the people to
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Figure 4.2: Behavioral Convolutional Neural Networks [59]
a 3D tensor representing the space taken up by each human in the image over time
to determine the next location of each person. This mapping proved quite effective
and took an interesting approach, as they did not process raw frames but rather
their custom frames pre-processed by a classifier. The downside of this research was
that it relied on having a video feed from an aerial view. This did help it avoid
many of the problems with identification interference but was also unrealistic for
autonomous machines. For realistic machines we will need to be able to map human
path prediction using ground level video feeds. This would simulate a realistic scenario
in which a robot had a camera mounted to it in order to aid in its path planning and
computer vision [59].
4.0.6 Background Subtraction
Breaking away from past model layers and architectures, many other things have
also lead to the possibility of this research. One of the more essential aspects is
Background subtraction. While primarily used for object detection, this method
allows for removal of a large amount of noise, that could affect path prediction. The
idea of background subtraction is to separate the foreground from the background,
in our case moving people from the scene they are moving in. By using this method
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to reduce the amount of information we have to input we can effectively reduce the
work our model will have to do. [21] [2] [12]
4.0.7 Keras Model Zoo
One of the pieces of work that aids in this research is the faster-rcnn-inception-resnet-
v2-atrous-coco image identification network from Keras Model Zoo. This network
allows for the fast classification and position identification of humans in a given frame.
What is returned is a set of corners of bounding boxes that identify the location of
different people in an image. As the name would suggest, this code is written in Keras
with TensorFlow being behind it [52]. We will be able to use this information about




Of the advancements in research around the idea of path prediction using Auto En-
coders, two stand as leading the charge; Auto Encoder LSTMs and Temporal En-
coders. While both of these are state of their art in path prediction they are so for
different reasons. Auto Encoder LSTMs are the most common method for doing path
prediction given time series data using an LSTM, where as Temporal Encoders are
advancements on Auto Encoders that enables them to better predict frames.
5.1 Auto Encoder LSTMs
Auto Encoder LSTMs are a neural network model based on the idea of encapsulating
an Auto Encoder into the overall structure of a series of LSTMs. This is done by
having a series of LSTMs as most neural network models working with series data
often do, but instead of just feeding one output into the input of the next, we down
or up scale the data after each LSTM layer. This up and down scaling of the rep-
resentation of the data in the LSTMs is where the model arch type gets its name
from. The process for an Auto Encoder LSTM is much like one would expect with
an understanding of both LSTMs and Auto Encoders; Each Layer is an LSTM that
outputs the desired number of tensors but with each successive LSTM on the Encoder
side of the Auto Encoder LSTM the size of the tensor shrinks. The opposite is true
for the LSTMs that are on the Decoder side, instead of decreasing the size every layer
we use these LSTMs to increase the size of every layer until we are back at the desired
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Figure 5.1: Auto Encoder LSTM
output size. For a better representation look at figure 5.1, in this figure the width of
the layers represent the tensor input size to that layer.
There have been many iterations of this model seemingly starting in 2015. One of
the first papers on this concept is that tried by Srivastava et al. at the University of
Toronto. This model was trained on a very simple data set of moving numbers but
proved to be consistently accurate [49]. One group who came out with something
similar to this original idea was Patraucean et al.from the University of Cambridge.
This group came up with their version just months after Srivastava’s group [36].
Others have worked on this idea since with an iterations of these ideas popping up
all over in the computer vision community. One such is the recently released paper
by Sarkar and Ghose in 2019 who tried to reduce the number of layers down to two,
one encoder LSTM and one decoder LSTM [44].
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5.2 Temporal Encoders
Temporal Encoders are yet another orientation that has come out of the last few years
of research related to frame prediction using Auto Encoders. Temporal Encoders are
the attempt at using traditional Auto Encoders to predict sequential frame data.
Butepage et al. not only created the concept for doing this but also outlined and
tested several variants of the Temporal Encoder [7]. All of these variations have the
same convolutional Auto Encoder structure as the latter part of the network and
what varies is how the data is augmented before being put into this Auto Encoder.
The convolutional Auto Encoder works much as a traditional Auto Encoder would,
shrinking the size of the convolutional output tensors during the encoder portion and
increasing them during the decoder portion. The decoder here is supposed to be able
to reconstruct the new sequence of frames as tensors. Three different variations of this
model were presented, Semantic, Time-scale, and Hierarchical Temporal Encoders.
In the Case of Semantic Temporal Encoders, sequence data over time is fed into the
Auto Encoder without any form of prepossessing and used to predict a window of
frames on frame ahead of the original set. The Time-scale Temporal Encoder used
a convolutional LSTM to extract information out of the frames before inputting the
sequence information into the Auto Encoder. The Hierarchical Temporal Encoder
unlike the Time-scale Temporal Encoder does not take time into consideration when
looking at the sequence of images inputted, instead it analyses each of the individual
input frames and then combines them with their nearest neighbor until there is only
one representation left before feeding this representation into the Auto Encoder. A
depiction of these three variations is shown below in 5.2 as Butepage et al. created.
[7]
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Figure 5.2: Visual of S-TE, C-TE, and H-TE [7]
Our models follow these structures exactly. Our implementation of the S-TE network
is as follows. There are 3 3D convolutions each followed by a Max Pooling of 2 by 2
to downscale the size of the frames by half in both height and width. These are then
followed up by another 3 3D convolutions but this time each are followed up with an
Up Sampling of 2 by 2 that will expand the size of the frames by doubling the height
and width until we get back to the original size. After this the filters are combined
through one last 3D convolution.
The C-TE is the exact same with the addition of 3 convolutional LSTMs each followed
by a batch normalization in order to get the output ready to be accepted by the next
LSTM. After the last one the series of frames is then output into the series of 3D
convolutions.
The H-TE much like the C-TE just adds a layer above the base of the S-TE model.
This time though we are combining each frame with its closest neighbor and creating
a new set and then repeating the process until there is only one input set of filters of
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a single frame for the Auto Encoder. This is done by having two convolutional layers
for each frame them combining the two nearest neighbors and the running those
combined outputs through two more convolutional layers. This process continues




In order for any autonomous agent to successfully be able to navigate in the real world
amongst human, that agent must be able to not only understand where humans are
presently but also understand where they will be next. If this can be done then
autonomous agents in these situations can use this knowledge to best avoid collision
why simultaneously making progress towards its goal. This section will describe the
motivation and structure of several modifications to existing networks and novel use
of these networks. The goal of all of these modifications will be to gain information
on what can and does work in regards to human path prediction and make non-trivial
gains on these performances based on a novel theory for path prediction. All of the
following suggested models will be able to be used to predict a future position of
a person in a frame given a set of eight past frames in which the person showed
themselves for at least two of the frames.
Given frames from an eye level view we can better predict where people may go.
Subtle inaccuracies do not impact this as much, assuming we can still stay away
from these people. For this reason, while understandably hard, we chose to try and
predict the exact point location of each person in the next frame. This while being a
harder task that something like a grid system, will enable autonomous agents to best
navigate a specific area. This is not always the same with grid or segmented based
systems that may tell the agent that there is nowhere it is allowed to move. For these
reasons we decided to proceed under the assumption that we would be predicting
exact locations.
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The two novel changes we are proposing is pre-processing input frames for Auto
Encoder LSTM frame prediction and altering Temporal Encoders to enable them to
solely predict one frame and not a series of them.
6.1 Pre-processing frames for Auto Encoder LSTMs
Humans tend to be very good at focusing on one part of the scene we are looking at.
For example, when playing football a wide receiver is able to focus on the ball and
ignore the noise or distractions that are going on around him. This unfortunately
is not true when it comes to machines, in specific, Machine Learning and Computer
Vision. This is where the idea of background pre-processing comes in. One idea is to
reduce the input set from a RGB value, or 3 channel input to a 1 channel input, black
and white. An even more drastic idea is to use background subtraction to remove the
background completely. This concept has been well explored in terms of classification,
but has not yet been robustly applied to frame prediction using Auto Encoder style
architectures [21] [2] [12]. While background subtraction is very popular in this part
of computer vision it has not been readily applied to frame prediction. For the same
reasons the human brain may need to ignore other features of our environment, so
might a computer want to do so as it pertains to computer vision. If only the moving
parts or non-static parts of a frame were to remain, it in theory, would be a lot easier
for a computer to predict the next frame.
We applied this theory to the popular network of Auto Encoder LSTMs to make a
foreground Auto Encoder LSTM. These FAE-LSTMs have the same structural design
for the most part as Auto Encoder LSTMs but with the added OpenCV background
subtraction layer set on top of them. This Design will enable the power of the AE-
LSTM to be amplified by the lack of noise presented in this task. [6]
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For the black and white theory we created the Black and White Auto Encoder LSTM,
or BAE-LSTM. This will be done with OpenCv’s cvtColor methods. This again is
the same core of the Auto Encoder LSTM but an OpenCV conversion was applied to
convert the frames from RGB to Black and White. [6]
While this theory certainly seems to check many boxes as demonstrated by classifi-
cation networks, there is still the possibility for failure. Taking away much of what
could be considered noise from the image might actually be an important detail that
the Auto Encoder LSTM network originally needed in order to make an accurate
prediction. This is a real possibility given factors that have been proven important
such as head orientation and hip orientations. [24]
Figure 6.1: BAE/FAE LSTM Models
6.2 Single Temporal Encoders
While all of the Temporal Encoders were proven to be relatively effective, they all
use much of their computation power trying to output representations of frames that
have already passed. What I propose as an improvement on Temporal Encoders is
using the decoder to predict a single frame, the next frame, instead of the next frame
in conjunction with the past ones.
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A small change was introduced in order to make Single Temporal Encoders out of
their original counterparts. Semantic, Time-scale, and Hierarchical Temporal En-
coders were changed in the training pattern such that we input the original sequence
of images and output the next desired frame. This change was small and did not
change the network at its core in the Hierarchical Temporal Encoders. The Time-
scale Temporal Encoder on the other was changed slightly from its original internal
architecture. The C-TE instead of returning a sequence of tensors from the series
of LSTMs, rather returns a single tensor. This reduced noise for the Auto Encoder
portion of the Temporal Encoders. Similarly we will need to create one tensor from
the larger sequence of images to input into the Auto Encoder case of the Semantic
Temporal Encoder For the actual auto encoder part we choose to use 2D convolutions
layers in the Single Temporal Encoders as the output is a single image. We also chose
to use the similar input of the background subtracted frames as in preliminary testing
they showed the most promising results in our system.
A downside of the Simple Temporal Encoders could be that since we are no longer
reconstructing the past k-1 frames to make a new shifted series of frames, we may
focus too heavily on the most recent frames and ignore those that came before it. If
this was done we might inadvertently force the network to forget what made it so
powerful in the first place, its temporal relationships.
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There is no standard process when it comes to training and evaluating neural net-
works, but there are a few considerations. In the case of preparation, many people
these days choose to run their networks on GPUs for their superior computations on
matrix data. Not only this but having a consistent data set for training and eval-
uating your network is also a staple. Despite these things that almost every neural
network incorporates, there is no algorithmic procedure to training a well performing
network from the creators side. The phase of creating a good neural network is largely
guess and check, in which we move towards the solutions that tend to work better.
In other words, the research involved in these networks is very empirical. Over the
next section we will talk about the work put into our networks.
7.1 Preparation
In order to start training a network there are several things that need to be done
first. Similar to many things in research, you can not just jump to the exciting stuff
without paying attention to the prerequisite work. In the case of neural networks




The first thing that is needed for any neural network solution to a problem is a data
set that the model can train on. In our case we needed a way to model human motion.
While the first attempt at this was to record real motion of humans in public, this
presented its own problems. For one, the footage was not readily available online,
most footage of humans collected for such training consists of many random actions
not just walking or running, for example UFC-101 [13]. Collecting enough data of
real people moving on their own also presented its own struggles. Not only was it
difficult to find people willing to be recorded in public, but it was also problematic
finding a vantage point in San Luis Obispo that had consistent foot traffic. Due to
these factors simulation models were looked into, but creating our own full fledged,
semi-accurate simulation for peoples motion would have taken a considerable amount
of time. We looked into pre-made simulators like those made in ROS Gazebo, but
this proved too intensive for our hardware [23].
As a substitute for something to Gazebo, video games were seen as an alternative.
Many video games simulate human motion well in order to create what is considered
a living world. One of the most prevalent city simulators that also has an AI driven
populous, is City Skylines. This game provided a proof of concept for this idea.
It ended up working incredibly well as people were clearly distinguishable, avoided
collision with each other and moved in several directions. If successful, this could
also pave the way for non traditional sources of training information to be used when
there is a lack of optimal training information. We ended up recording raw footage
of the game with the user interface hidden in 72p. This would be a size small enough
for our model to handle while preserving much of the needed details. We took 1/6th
of the data set from each different simulated city at random and withheld these frame
to be used later as a testing set.
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Figure 7.1: Data Set
7.1.2 Pre-Processing Frames
In order to reduce the time training took, we pre-processed many of the frames. This
process is no different than if it was done in line with each of the neural networks,
just before the first truly trainable neural network layer. This approach also has the
added benefit of not having to repeat this process for a given frame each time it
is used. Over the course of a training period a single frame may be used in many
batches, by pre-processing this frame once and storing it, we are saving the overhead
for having to do this every time that frame is used in training.
We split the sets of pre-proccessed data into three distinctly different sets, RGB,
BW, and BCKGRND. RGB, being the same as the original frames, standing for the
traditional three-channel red, green, blue image values. BW, was our black and white
representation of the frames which only takes up one channel thus being less data to
store and to process by the network. Lastly, BCKGRND, the group of frames that
were background subtracted, these like the BW set are only one channel.
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The BW set of images were simple enough to create as OpenCV had tools that were
able to be utilized for transitioning of frames from RGB encoded images into black
and white encoded images. Similarly, OpenCV has another useful tools when it comes
to background subtraction. We used OpenCVs BackGroundSubtractorKNN network
to create the frames for our BCKGRND set of frames [6].
On top of making these three different sets of data we also parsed them into 100
frame chunks such that when we load the set into memory, it is not trying to load
the whole video, the longest being just under an hour long, or about 90,000 frames
long. This was again in effort to speed up our training as well as work within our
hardware constraints.
In order to make a neural network it is also important to note that we also normalized
all these input frames to have a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1. This
idea of data normalization is very common in neural networks and generally proves
useful.
Figure 7.2: Pre-Processed BCKRND Image
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7.1.3 Hardware and Software Environment
It is no news to anyone interested in Machine Learning that graphics cards are king
when it comes to training neural networks. Because of this understanding and lack
of personal hardware all of our models were trained on the same hardware on Google
Cloud Compute. We used a Ubuntu 16.10 LTS OS, with a Intel Xeon CPU at
2.30GHz, 8gb of RAM and 100Gb of hard disk space, in conjunction with a Tesla
K80 GPU. The Tesla K80 runs at 2.70GHz and gave us access to 12GB of RAM.
This card was designed with the prospect of Machine Learning in mind making it
exceptional at training these networks. For reference the Tesla K80 can do 8.7 trillion
floating point operations per second which is the type of operations needed to train
neural networks. CudaNN 8 was installed to allow libraries like Tensorflow to interface
with the hardware of Nvidia GPUs, in this case the Tesla K80. After CudaNN 8 was
installed we then installed Tensorflow 1.2 and made the necessary adjustments in
settings. Once these installations and configurations were complete, Keras was able
to be installed and used with the Tensorflow back-end library that we downloaded
prior and connected to the Tesla K80 via CudaNN. This all in conjunction allowed
us to train all of our networks on the same set of hardware and store those results on
the same machine using Keras and its Functional API.
It is vital to note that while this hardware allowed us to create, run, train, and test
our networks it also was a limiting factor in this research. Based on the RAM and
processing power of the Tesla K80 we were gated at having under 3 million trainable
parameters and our batch sizes were capped at 16 in the best case scenarios, depending
on how many frames we needed to load into memory. As a side note we also back
all the software up on Github in order to make sure that progress is not strictly
dependent on Google Cloud servers being up.
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7.2 Networks
Many different networks were created and used at different stages of this research,
this section will cover each of the following networks in detail.
7.2.1 Advanced Training
During the process of training these different networks several alterations were made
to the networks in hopes of getting better results. Some of the alterations tried were
Dropout, Guassian Noise, and Early Stopping.
7.2.1.1 Dropout
Dropout is something that is often cited to have a positive effect on neural networks.
As such, this was one of the first things that was attempted to make all of these
networks better. The concept of Dropout was presented by Srivastava et al. in 2014
[48]. This paper detailed how purposely causing gaps in data at random places and at
random points in time causes a neural network to not rely on any one specific point
too much. This typically spreads out what could be thought of as the work load more
evenly across the network and typically produces more consistent and better neural
networks. In the case of this thesis though Dropout almost always seemed to have no
effect on output of the network [48].
7.2.1.2 Guassian Noise
On the other hand Gaussian Noise is typically seen as good for image driven models
and in lieu of Dropout this was tried. Gaussian Noise unlike Dropout did seem to
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have an impact. This was not always seen in any meaningful amount but when it did
show an impact it was always in a positive direction. Gaussian Noise replaces each
pixel value with a random number based on a normal distribution centered around
the pixels original value. This means that each pixel is changed in relation to a
normal distribution. This alters the data slightly on each training run and promotes
a more robust network that can handle imperfect images and still make an accurate
prediction. This concept is similar to, but perhaps less drastic than dropout.
7.2.1.3 Callbacks
Another concept that needs to be discussed is Keras Callbacks. These are things that
can be provoked at the end of each epoch in order to change the training process.
The most notable callback, and the one that was used in the training of our models is
Early Stopping. This callback monitors a metric you specify and will stop the training
process in the advent that this metric does not get better. For Early Stopping you
can also set what is called patience which will allow the network to train a certain
number of epochs past the last best epoch in effort to create an even better model.
In the case that a better model is not found and the callback is out of patience it will
terminate training early. This in most cases can be helpful because we can tell Keras
to essentially monitor the progress of our training. This turns out to be helpful in
our case as each of these models takes several hours to train, in some cases up to 8
hours.
7.2.2 Auto Encoder LSTMs
As described prior, one popular and relatively new method for handling frame pre-
diction is the Auto Encoder LSTMs. For our research we trained 3 different Auto
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Encoder LSTMs, all with the same underlying architecture. Each of these models had
the same core 7 blocks. The first of which was a simple input layer with a Gaussian
Noise layer with a standard deviation of 0.1 to take in and augment the input frames.
The next two blocks were labeled a Down Block, in this block we have a convolutional
LSTM that returns the whole processed sequence and normalizes the output followed
by a time distributed MaxPooling with a pool size of 2 by 2. This brings the width
and height of the image down to half of its input size. After these two blocks we
have two more blocks, labeled Up Blocks. As one can guess these did the inverse of
the prior two layers; they are the same convoltional LSTM layer followed by another
batch normalization but this time are followed by a Time Distributed UpSampling
with the pool size of 2 by 2. After both layers, the frames size is expanded back
up to the original size of the frame. The sixth block is a single convolutional LSTM
layer that only returns its final processed image. This combines all the work done in
the past layers into something more manageable. The last layer in this network is
comprised of a convolutional layer and an output layer. The convolutional layer is in
charge of combining the different filter outputs into a single output and the output
layer does just that, outputs the image out of the model. It is easy to see how layers
2 through 5 make up the Auto Encoder LSTM portion while the rest of the layers
are more supporting layers to the underlying architecture of the network. As for the
number of filters, we used a distribution of 32, 64, 128, 128, 32 filters for layers 2
through 6. These number largely came from trial and error as is the nature of neural
networks. One thing to note is it did seem that more filters did lead to better results
and the cap of 3 million trainable hyper parameters did block us from adding more
filters than this.
We trained our base model on the raw video frames, or the RGB set of data. Next
we changed the channel depth from 3 to 1 for the input layer and trained on both
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the BW and BCKGRND sets to see if this had an effect on the results. The latter
two make up out BAE-LSTM and FAE-LSTM networks respectively.
7.2.3 Single Temporal Encoders
Much as described in the last section, the Single Temporal Encoder approach is
to remove the constraint of having to output a sequence of frames from the model
and instead focus on only outputting the frame we most cared about, the predicted
frame. In the following sections I will cover exactly how we structured all of these
Single Temporal Encoders.
7.2.3.1 Semantic Single Temporal Encoder
The semantic version of the Temporal Encoder is interesting to look into as there are
several ways one can implement the singular version. The standard approach has a
series of convolutions that all run into an Auto Encoder. Our approach is largely the
same with the only difference being that instead of inputting a sequence of images
into the Auto Encoder we first use convolutional layers, 3 to be precise to extract
the important information out of the first sequence of frames. The hope being that
we are able to narrow down the information to just the important set of frames and
filter results to reconstruct the next frame. The 3 first layers have filter sizes 64, 128,
64 respectively where the Auto Encoder has 3 convolutional and MaxPooling layers
with pool size of 2 by 2 followed by 3 convolutional and UpSampling layers with pool
size of 2 by 2. The filter sizes are as follows, 128, 64, 32, 32, 64, 128. Again these
blocks shrink and then grow the representation of these frames. Lastly, there is 3 last
convolutional layers at the very end to merge these results into one, the filters reduce
from 64 to 32 to 1 final frame that gets outputted by the output layer.
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7.2.3.2 Time-Scale Single Temporal Encoder
The Time-scale Single Temporal Encoder has the benefits of being able to use LSTMs
unlike the purely convolutional, Semantic Single Temporal Encoder. To modify this
model to make sure it only had one output two changes were needed. The first is that
the series of LSTMs at the top of the model were changed to have the last convLSTM
return sequence condition be set to false, meaning that only one frame was returned.
The second to add the same 3 convolutional layers as at the end of the Semantic
Single Temporal Encoder. These were again of filter size 64, 32, and 1. These layers
combing the information held within the prior frames into a single frame.
7.2.3.3 Hierarchical Single Temporal Encoder
The Hierarchical version of the Single Temporal Encoder did not need as many
changes as the prior two. In order to make this network return a single frame it
only needed the last 3 convolutional layers added to the bottom of the model and to
be trained accordingly. This model, just like the H-TE model has two convolutions
for each input frame with one concatenation into two more convolutions and so on
until they are all merged into the same set of tensors. Then this goes into the Auto
Encoder and through the same 3 convolution layers as the prior 2 networks. These





The goal of this thesis is to be able to accurately predict where a human will be in
the future such that a robot or other autonomous machine can avoid collision. This
goal is to be accomplished by an adaptation of Auto Encoder LSTM and Temporal
Encoder Neural Networks. These networks are the primary contributors of this thesis,
so this validation will focus on them. For this network to be considered successful it
will need to be accurate and consistent.
The implementation as proposed in this thesis is to be tested using raw video data
captured from the video game City Skylines, that simulates a living world. These
Simulated worlds will allow us to test the accuracy and consistency as it would apply
to an autonomous machine in worlds similar to ours.
8.1 Data Set
As previously stated we are going to need a data set from video games that simulate
something like the real world to test our system. The data set has been collected from
a popular video game; City Skylines. This game has several customizable scenes to
simulate a City in which AI simulations of people populate. Raw footage was taken
of this game with the user interface disabled in different locations. This video was
then taken and split into about 10 minute sections for convenience of parsing. These
were later split into three pre-processed sets, all having 100 frames per set. The two
videos used for testing were CS4T and CSV2T2, named TestVideo0 and TestVideo1.
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8.2 Expected Results
Given the data set we can expect that the pre-processed Auto Encoder LSTM (BAE-
LSTM & FAE-LSTM) networks will be able to better predict the position of a person
in the next frame under the constraints of the system than the version running on raw
video footage. We can further hypothesize that our version of the Temporal Encoders
will be able to predict location better than their original counterparts.
8.3 Measures
All models will produce an output that represents where the human will be in the
next frame. To measure the quality of these outputs we are going to want to measure
accuracy by using Minkowski distance, a common perceptual distance metric. On top
of the Minkowski distance we will also compare number of identified blobs vs the real
number of humans. We will also qualitatively compare the produced outputs with
the expected outputs to get a better idea of what is actually happening with each
network [15] [14] [6].
To be able to measure accuracy we will need to define what a good prediction and a
bad prediction is. We will consider a prediction to be most accurate if the Minkoski
distance is 0, meaning that every single pixel was predicted correctly. The farther
away from 0 we get the less accurate the prediction was. In order to make this
comparison fair we propose an altered form of the Minkowski distance that will only
take into consideration the areas around each person, effectively limiting the noise
that the full color models will have to deal with. This is done via finding the actual
bounding box around each person in the frame that is to be predicted and running the
Minkowski distance algorithm on only that subset of the image. The model we used
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to classify and eventually find the bounding boxes of each of these individuals is the
faster-rcnn-inception-resnet-v2-atrous-coco image identification network from Keras
Model Zoo [52]. This will give a better idea of the accuracy based on the areas we
care about, and ignoring the blade of grass in the background that may have moved
in order to present a fair assessment of each model.
Minkowski distance = (
∑n
0 (|E − A|Mk)1/Mk)/n (8.1)
For a second metric of accuracy we used the Keras Simple Blob Detector network to
analyze how many individual movement predictions were made by our network. This
is to be contrasted against the true number of people in each next frame as found by
Keras Model Zoo faster-rcnn-inception-resnet-v2-atrous-coco image detection network
[52]. To do the contrast we will take an average distance metric over a set of data.
Blobs in this case are defined as a section of an image that are similar in color and
have a contiguous area. This will allow us to see which models predicted a closer to
exact number of distinct predictions. This metric will help us tell part of the story,
but as the simulated people cross over each and get farther away our metric will
understandably stray away from perfect. Again, our test data set will allow us the
ability to not worry too much about this as all networks will be tested using the same
set of data, so the data is relative.
distinct identified blob distance = (
∑n
0 |E − A|)/n (8.2)
In order to do general qualitative classification we will compare a set of predicted
frames to their expected counterparts for all models. This will allow us to actually
see the changes behind the numbers that the Minkowski distance provides.
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8.4 Experiment Setup
In our experiment we will use the same data set to test all models. This will be a
subset of the total data set discussed above. This will be our independent variable. We
will then measure our dependent variables, distinct identified blobs, and Minkowski
distance using a Mk = 2.
8.5 Experiment Protocol
Once the setup is done we will use this test data to calculate the Minkowski and
distinct identified blob distance as described above for each set of testing data on
each model. Next we will prepare a video of each of the following prediction models,
predictions using the same test data. We get (n/2)-8 frame predictions due to the
fact that we need 8 frames to make a prediction and we predict every second frame,
where n is the number of test frames in each sample. For our set-up n will be 8. The
Minkowski distance and distinct identified blobs data will serve as the basis for our
quantitative comparison while the video will lend itself to our qualitative comparison.
Again, if our predictions are correct we should see lower numbers on the Minkowski
and distinct identified blob distances, and better physical frames from the Single




Two separate experiments were conducted throughout the course of this thesis, the
impact on using background subtraction and black and white models on Auto Encoder
LSTMs and making modifications to a series of Temporal Encoders to make them
predict singular frames on a constrained system. Each of these can be evaluated
qualitatively and quantitatively. This is what we will do in the following section.
9.1 Impacts of Input Variations on the Auto Encoder LSTM
For the part of this study relating to Auto Encoder LSTMs we wanted to find out the
impact of pre-processing inputs before running the input frames through the network.
We ran tests on all of the networks with a testing set of data corresponding to their
respective pre-processing sets; None, Black and White, and Background Subtraction.
A set of the frames corresponding to the Auto Encoder LSTM trained and tested on
raw video inputs can be seen below.
9.1.1 AE-LSTM
The first networks result that we want to talk about is the Auto Encoder LSTM for
raw video frame prediction. This is our baseline network and it will resemble the Auto
Encoder LSTM model created by Srivastana, Mansimov, and Salakhudinov [49]. As
can be seen in the set of images in figure 9.1, the frames produced from the AE-
LSTM are very blurry and so-much-so that neither our blob detector nor the Keras
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Model Zoo faster-rcnn-inception-resnet-v2-atrous-coco image detection network could
identify that a person was moving across the screen [52] [6]. As a human who has the
context of the real frames that this network is attempting to reproduce, we see that
something is moving across the screen but it is hard for even us to make out. This
blurriness is likely more a limitation of our system rather than the architecture itself
though. It seems that with sub 3 million hyper parameters we were able to get decent
results. It is my guess that given several days of training time and the best hardware
out there and an unrestricted number of hyper parameters this network could clearly
predict consecutive frames.
Figure 9.1: AE-LSTM Predictions (Top) vs Ground Truth (Bottom)
The AE-LSTM network actually produced good values for the Minkowski distance
metric unexpectedly. This was seemingly due to the blurriness. The way the Minkowski
distance is defined, uses the absolute difference between the predicted pixel value and
the expected pixel value. This means that for images with fuzzy results the pixel
predictions could only be slightly off, making a low Minkowski distance.
On the other hand when we calculated the distinct identified blob distance, the AE-
LSTM could not produce an output that was either consistent or good. Almost never
was the person in the frame picked out by the detector, rather other separate parts of
the image were detected to be blobs, this ultimately made it so that the AE-LSTM
had a better rating than it otherwise should have. By adding a constant number of
blobs that averaged out well, the effect of missing many of the people was not seen as
much. Still, of all of the different AE-LSTM based networks this one was the worst.
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Figure 9.2 shows just how hard it was for the Keras simple blob detector KNN to
find the people.
Figure 9.2: AE-LSTM Blob Detection (Top) vs Ground Truth (Bottom)
9.1.2 BAE-LSTM
A very similar result can be seen for the BAE-LSTM network. Figure 9.3, shows us
that the same fuzzy effect happens here as well, where the computer cannot make
out the distinct features of a human nor a blob in these predicted frames. Although
it is seemingly easier for humans to identify the moving people, if that person was
generated to wear dark clothing it was significantly harder for this network to identify
them. Much like the AE-LSTM the black and white version of the Auto Encoder
LSTM likely would do much better in the scenario in which it was not limited by
hardware.
Figure 9.3: BAE-LSTM Predictions (Top) vs Ground Truth (Bottom)
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As expected the BAE-LSTM does better in the Minkowski distance metric, showing
that a reduction of data depth from 3 to a single dimension does make a difference. In
fact, the reduction of dimensions seemed to have between a 20%-15% improvement.
This improvement is in favor of the reduction hypothesis outlined in this paper.
Much like the base model, our BAE-LSTM model also suffers from not being able
to make distinct people and as such falters a fair bit when looking at the distinct
identified blob distance metric. Just like the AE-LSTM, the BAE-LSTM model also
identified blobs where there are not people and fails to identify the majority of people
as blobs. This effect can be seen in the images in figure 9.4
Figure 9.4: BAE-LSTM Blob Detection (Top) vs Ground Truth (Bottom)
9.1.3 FAE-LSTM
Finally, we get to the FAE-LSTM network which utilized the CV2 background sub-
tracter KNN. This network further reduced the input and output data sets to not
only be one dimensional, but also binary, either foreground or background. For better
visualization we overlaid the predicted locations on top of the original input video as
the prediction was simply white areas where humans were to inhabit soon. As can be
seen while the blobs look no more like humans than the the other two models on this
list they are much more identifiable for a computer and seemingly accurate to where
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the simulated person will be in the next frame. Figure 9.5 shows the effect of these
things and provides evidence for the idea that this model is the most useful.
Figure 9.5: FAE-LSTM Predictions (White) and Current Frame (Back-
ground) vs Ground Truth (Bottom)
This would seemingly be the best model for the Minkowski metric, but was in fact,
the worst of the three models. This is suspected to be because unlike the others that
were on a spectrum of color from 0 to 255, the FAE-LSTM produces a binary output
showing that people will be there or not. This translated to 0 or 255, this maximized
the difference if the pixel was not correct inflating the difference in the Minkowski
distance. That being said, there were clearly problems with this model shaving off
corners and details of human figures which when contrasted with the background
subtracted input image becomes slightly more understandable. It also seems that a
more conservative approach was employed by the network to always under predict
areas rather than over predict which was dangerous for the safety of those around
autonomous agents, making the later option more appealing.
Getting to the distinct identified blob distance metric, we see that because of the
binary nature of this model that this metric was greatly improved. The numbers
support the idea that this model is not only accurate in some sense, but also seems
to be very simple for a huge computer to understand. This is likely because of the
huge contrast in values. The same thing that made this model bad at the Minkowski
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distance is also the thing that makes it very good at the distinct identified blob
distance metric. Not only does the contrast aid computers in seeing distinct areas,
but it also aids humans, as can be seen in figure 9.6. It is very easy to understand
where the computer is predicting the next person to be.
Figure 9.6: FAE-LSTM Blob Detection (Top) vs Ground Truth (Bottom)
9.1.4 Comparison of AE-LSTMs
From a qualitative standpoint it certainly seems that the FAE-LSTM did what it was
meant to better than the other two AE-LSTM networks. For both identifiable and
usability the background subtraction seems to be the best, despite this our metrics
do not completely support this claim. While the distinct identified blob distance does
confirm this suspicion, the Minkowski distance does not.





Table 9.1 and 9.2 shows that the BAE-LSTM was the best for the Minkowski distance,
but it also shows that the AE-LSTM is not too far behind. This is, as explained
above, likely because of the fact that both of these networks work on a gradient and
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as such are not as likely to have high absolute differences between the expected and
actual pixel values. Since these smaller deltas are averaged we get a small Minkowski
distance. In the case of the FAE-LSTM the delta between the actual and the expected
is either 0 or 255 as explain earlier. This led to a much higher Minkowski distance
than one would expect. This is likely why we see a large difference between the RGB
and BW auto encoders LSTMs and the BAE-LSTM.






As can be seen by table 9.3 and 9.4, the FAE-LSTM network produced significantly
better results than the AE-LSTM and BAE-LSTM networks for the Distinct Identified
Blob Distance metric. Again the Black and white and RGB versions of these networks
seemed to be closely linked as they are both producing values on a gradient. It is also
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clear that the reduced number of tensors per image in the Black and White version
did help in both metrics and seemed to make it easier for the network to process
images. That being said, the data speaks for itself. In the less complicated data set
the number of mismatched blobs to people was little to none and even in the more
complicated data set the differences were minuscule.
In conclusion, for the Auto Encoder LSTMs it can be said that the RGB and BW
networks shared a lot of the same benefits and drawbacks but that the reduced input
and output data in the black and white version ultimately led to better results al-
though they were marginal. The background subtraction on the other hand led to the
result that while it does not match up exactly to the expected values it does maintain
the structure of the expected output better than the other two. These results leave
much to be desired as far as concrete metrics that can quantify how useful each of the
networks is as it pertains to use in path prediction but it would seem that if you take
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the qualitative results with the quantitative that the background subtracted Auto
Encoder LSTM would be the most desirable
9.2 Impacts of Modifying Temporal Encoders into Single Temporal En-
coders
Since we made modifications to three separate architectures of Temporal Encoders
we will evaluate each set individually both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Our quantitative analysis will be in regard to the Minkowski distance and distinct
identified blob distance metric as talked about in previous sections. Where our quali-
tative analysis will be human judgement, again as discussed in the last section. Each
of the models, the original forms of the Temporal Encoders and the Single Temporal
Encoders were tested on a withheld subset of the original data set. What is meant
by this is that we collected metrics and video footage for each withheld video.
9.2.1 Semantic Temporal Encoder
The adjustments made to the STE made a noticeable difference in the metrics and
the perceived effectiveness of the auto encoder. To start with the qualitative analysis
we see in figure 9.7 that the SSTE is much cleaner and more accurate than the STE.
This is likely because the model can focus on training such that it learns how to
make the predicted frames rather than recreating some of the original frames which
is a waste of training time. The reason the training is better without the previous
frames is that the model may automatically train on the previous frames more than
the future one. I am sure given enough time and hyper parameters the model could
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Figure 9.7: STE Predictions (Top) vs SSTE Predictions (Middle) vs
Ground Truth (Bottom)
learn to create all the images very well but with our limited setup this was not the
case.
Moving on to the quantitative side of the analysis, we see that both metrics show
an improvement for the SSTE over the STE. Looking at the Minkowski distance we
see that the SSTE has double the performance than the STE. This further validates
the opinion that the simplification of the original model allows for more accurate
prediction of future frames. For the Minkowski distance specifically we see a quantified
value telling us that the resemblance of the predicted frame to the ground truth is
better in our new model. For the distinct identified blob distance we see a similar
metric showing us that not only are we getting a more exact match on the predicted
frames but we are also getting a more distinct prediction that aligns with the clarity
of the ground truth. Both of these metrics can be see in table 9.5.
Table 9.5: Minkowski and Distinct Identified Blob Distance Scores for
Semantic Temporal Encoders
Minkowski Blob
TestVideo0 TestVideo1 TestVideo0 TestVideo12
STE 0.552 0.444 21.793 22.831
SSTE 0.128 0.211 3.814 1.945
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9.2.2 Time Scale Temporal Encoder
Making the changes noted above in the CTE seemed to make improvements upon the
baseline model. The images seemed to come out cleaner in the case that the model
was not having to worry about more than one output frame. Before the change it
seemed that there was never a clear point of prediction for each person, but after,
this cleared up considerably.
Figure 9.8: CTE Predictions (Top) vs CSTE Predictions (Middle) vs
Ground Truth (Bottom)
What is interesting is looking at the quantitative results as they did not echo as big of
a change. The Minkowski distance metrics showed little change but the change that
was seen was clearly worse. This is interesting, indicating that while it seemed that
the image was getting better by pure inspection it was hitting the correct prediction
less. On the hand the distinct identified blob distance metric was greatly improved
by focusing on one frame. This is likely due to the network focusing on less. As
the distinctness of the predictions got better the Minkowski distance got worse, after
looking at the numbers and the images it seems that this was because once again the
network chose a conservative prediction and predicted smaller areas for the locations
in the next frame. This shows that when allowed to focus on a single frame prediction
the network could predict the area more precisely, before the network was less precise
and was more unsure and thus covered a larger area.
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Table 9.6: Minkowski and Distinct Identified Blob Distance Scores for
Time-Scale Temporal Encoders
Minkowski Blob
TestVideo0 TestVideo1 TestVideo0 TestVideo1
CTE 0.158 11.293 0.137 5.258
CSTE 0.160 0.573 0.157 2.124
9.2.3 Hierarchical Temporal Encoders
The changes made to the HTE did a massive amount as the original HTE had a lot
of noise from all of the inputs being collapsed into one before the auto encoder. It
is clear to see the improvement made by the HSTE by looking at figure 9.9. As can
be seen by the image there is a drastic difference but it also seems like the HSTE
network may have over-corrected as some times the identified blobs are quite small.
Figure 9.9: HTE Predictions (Top) vs HSTE Predictions (Middle) vs
Ground Truth (Bottom)
In this case both the distinct identified blob distance and Minkowski distance metric
improved greatly, but coming from the original this is not such a surprise. It seems
that with the reduced level of hyper parameters it was incredibly hard for the network
to deduce what was important and then decode that into not just one image but a
series of them. When the HSTE made a prediction is was fairly accurate as cited by
the Minkowski distance and the distinct identified blob distance.
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Table 9.7: Minkowski and Distinct Identified Blob Distance Scores for
Hierarchical Temporal Encoders
Minkowski Blob
TestVideo0 TestVideo1 TestVideo0 TestVideo1
HTE 239.220 237.617 39.748 29.246
HSTE 0.0855 3.581 0.0851 2.561
9.2.4 Comparison of Temporal Encoders
It seems that in almost all respects qualitatively and quantitatively we see improve-
ments across the board on the Temporal Encoder architecture by turning them into
single Temporal Encoders. The only exception to this is the time series Temporal
Encoders and the Minkowski distance, and even this single incident did not skew too
far the other way, thus maintaining fairly similar results. Sometimes these improve-
ments were not as great as desired, but made none-the-less. All together the data
shown in table 9.8 tells the story pretty well, in conjunction with the images shown
before. Clearly the Single Temporal Encoder is an improvement over the Temporal
Encoder.
Table 9.8: Minkowski and Distinct Identified Blob Distance Scores for TE
models
Minkowski Blob
TestVideo0 TestVideo1 TestVideo0 TestVideo1
STE 0.552 0.444 21.793 22.831
SSTE 0.128 0.211 3.814 1.945
CTE 0.158 11.293 0.137 5.258
CSTE 0.160 0.573 0.157 2.124
HTE 239.220 237.617 39.748 29.246
HSTE 0.0855 3.581 0.0851 2.561
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9.3 Final Comparison
Overall it seemed that the improvements made to the Auto Encoder LSTM and the
Temporal Encoders worked out well. It also was apparent that the base Temporal
Encoders were the weakest of all of the models, scoring on average the worst on both
metrics. Table 9.9, 9.10, and 9.11 shows all of the data collected for testing each of
the models aligned with their testing set.
Table 9.9: Minkowski and Distinct Identified Blob Distance Scores for All
Models
Minkowski Blob
TestVideo0 TestVideo1 TestVideo0 TestVideo1
AE-LSTM 0.102 0.094 1.892 7.555
BAE-LSTM 0.083 0.082 1.029 6.327
FAE-LSTM 0.256 0.296 0.006 2.061
STE 0.552 0.444 21.793 22.831
SSTE 0.128 0.211 3.814 1.945
CTE 0.158 11.293 0.137 5.258
CSTE 0.160 0.573 0.157 2.124
HTE 239.220 237.617 39.748 29.246
HSTE 0.0855 3.581 0.0851 2.561
For table 9.10 it is easy to see that all of the Temporal Encoders improved compared
to their original versions. This is shown by the distances from the ground truth value
shrinking in the newer models. The one result that is very interesting is that the
FAE-LSTM did not produce better values but actually was over twice as bad for the
Minkowski distance. The BAE-LSTM did turn a slight improvement but not by a
large margin. This is very quickly reverted though as in table 9.11 we see that the
FAE-LSTM blows the other Auto Encoder LSTM based models out of the water with
strikingly low Distinct Identified Blob distances. This is a clear and decisive win for
the FAE-LSTM. All of the Temporal Encoders improvements are also on display in
the chart, clearly showing that their distance’s shrank as well.
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Table 9.10: Minkowski Distance











































































Table 9.11: Distinct Identified Blob Distance










































































There are a few things that limit our ability to test these models. The first of which
was the data set. Our data set had over 160,000 samples that covered multiple
settings, but only spanned one video game and could benefit from being more robust.
One example of this is that since these frames are raw footage of a simulated city
there are times in which people may not actually be in the frame, this leads to dead
frames that are trained off of. Another downside of the data set is that with the
current camera angle people can cross the frame in 4-7 seconds. It would have been
nice to gather a wider frame angle data set as well. Lastly, because this data set
is a simulation, almost all of the simulated humans move in a path that does not
require turning around. While this is typically the case in real life, getting some
overly stochastic data could have aided in the model training.
9.5 Threats to Validity
When using the Simple Blob Detector KNN during testing, the second test set based in
a high-rise simulated city had a hard time identifying that sets of predicted buildings
should not be identified as blobs. This only happened in the AE-LSTM and BAE-
LSTM models though, as they were also tasked with predicting the background. As
such, many of the background buildings were blended into single blobs. The outline
of the blob detection for this scenario can be seen in figure 9.10 and contrasted with
that of the prediction of the output of the FAE-LSTM model.
This simply could be due to the blurry nature of these models as they never got good
enough to predict distinct areas unlike the FAE-LSTM and Temporal Encoder models
that used background subtraction. While this is easily explainable, it is important
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Figure 9.10: BAE-LSTM Blob Detection vs FAE-LSTM Blob Detection
to keep in mind when looking at the data. Some of which is shockingly far from the
ground truth.
9.6 Application of the Networks
As an aside, we decided to apply our networks to two situations that the model was
not trained on at all. One being a sample set of frames that had around 50-60 people
in them at a time. The other being video footage from a real life scene.
9.6.1 Testing Large Populations of People
For the large population sample we again went to City Skylines to record another
clip from a city, but this time we increased the number of people in the simulation to
see how our models would react to such a large number of people. The comparison
of each models predicted frame vs the expected can be seen in figure 9.11
It is clear to see that all of our models struggled with the large number of people
moving through the frame. It seems that there were so many people moving in
the same walkway that the network could not accurately focus on each person. It
would be interesting to see if this was a result of the lack of training data with such
density, the lack of computational power, or just the nature of the models themselves.
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Figure 9.11: AE, FAE, BAE, CTE, CSTE, STE, SSTE, HTE, HSTE Out-
puts of the Large Dataset
This struggle led to very strange numbers with some unlikely results. Some of the
more interesting results were the AE-LSTM became much better than many other
networks comparatively. This makes sense as there was so much going on, always
predicting something similar meant that it was close a lot of the time, the same goes
for the BAE-LSTM. Also, the CTE model performed incredibly well in the distinct
identified blob distance. This was likely due to the flash of noise presented at the
start of the prediction before all eight frames were loaded in. What is strange is that
this metric did not balloon after the model stopped making predictions, presenting an
interesting issue with our testing methods that possibly the Keras Model Zoo faster-
rcnn-inception-resnet-v2-atrous-coco image detection network was unable to detect
people in such a convoluted data set [52].
All In all, this data set showed extremely interesting results that poked holes in the
capabilities of our models, the systems they were trained on, and also possibly our
testing methods.
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Table 9.12: Distinct Identified Blob and Minkowski Distance Scores for
the Large Dataset
AE BAE FAE STE CTE HTE SSTE CSTE HSTE
Minkowski 0.089 0.078 0.295 0.353 0.121 186.069 0.145 0.113 0.082
Blob 5.815 2.537 8.085 15.950 0.006 21.372 4.265 7.100 6.654
9.6.2 Testing Real Life Human Movement
For the real life example we took footage of a person moving across a walkway and ran
this data through each of the models. This also gives us the auxiliary result of evalu-
ating the value in using video games as simulators for these types of networks. What
we ended up seeing was that with the networks utilizing the background subtraction
like the FAE-LSTM and the Temporal Encoders did about as good as they did with
the simulated environments. The RGB and black and white auto encoder LSTMs
on the other hand seemed to do much worse at predicting the more complicated real
world than the simulated environment. This can be seen by some of the images in
figure 9.12
Figure 9.12: AE, FAE, BAE, CTE, CSTE, STE, SSTE, HTE, HSTE Out-
puts of the Real Dataset
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As we can see background subtraction definitely wins some points here because all
that matters in those situations is the movement, not the look of the person nor
the environment they are in. The Minkowski and distinct identified blob distances
echo the same sentiment as they still show that the set of models changed made
improvements upon their predecessors. Table 9.13 shows the data for this new set
of data. This data really does not show any big surprise as for the most part the
organization of data is similar with what we would expect.
Table 9.13: Distinct Identified Blob and Minkowski Distance Scores for
the Real Dataset
AE BAE FAE STE CTE HTE SSTE CSTE HSTE
Minkowski 0.099 0.093 0.229 0.336 0.151 254.136 0.981 0.167 0.077




In a world where autonomous agents are becoming more prevalent, we need a way
to make them safer when interacting with or around humans. This is what path
prediction aims to solve, but path prediction can not accomplish this without first
knowing where humans and other agents may be in the future. Frame prediction is
the corner-stone on which path prediction sit on top of. We chose to look into the root
problem of path prediction which is frame prediction for our research. We tackled this
problem from the perspective of machine learning. We thought that machine learning
offered a unique approach to this problem as it has the possibility to make complex
n-dimensional mappings for the problem space that without machine learning would
be nearly impossible to create. The current state of art seems to be the use of LSTMs
that are organized in an auto encoder fashion, what we have referred to in this paper
as the Auto Encoder LSTM. We decided to test the effect of pre-processing images
with these models. Along the way we also ran into a similar idea that built upon the
use of auto encoder structures in frame prediction, the Temporal Encoder and also
wanted to see if we could modify these to achieve better results. In order to do this
we first collected a set of data to test on. Once this was achieved we then created
three networks to compare using the Auto Encoder LSTMs, and another six using
the Temporal Encoder architecture. All of this was done with modest computational
power for training neural networks, further complicating the process.
The first contribution we completed was the data set with roughly 160,000 different
simulated frames equaling about 4000 seconds of trainable video. These frames not
only provided us with test and train sets for our machine learning models but also
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can be used by anyone who wants to use a large data set of simulated human move-
ment data. This is so huge because most data sets out there that focus on human
walking movement are extreme small or are mixed with other data. Gabriele Bovi,
Marco Rabuffetti, Paolo Mazzoleni, and Maurizio Ferrarin published a dataset on
gait movement that at first seemed promising but it was not raw footage but rather
was bio-metric data on things like walking speeds and step length [5]. A data set
much more like what we were looking for is the HMDB data set. HMDB, stands
for human motion database. The problem in our case with this database was that
it contained more than 51 different and sometimes benign motions by humans and
not just walking or running [27]. There are many other data sets that have similar
problems, which was the motivation for creating our large and poignant data set that
allowed for the training and testing of our models strictly on human walking.
The next contribution focused on the impacts of altering input data to a current
system. We choose to focus on Auto Encoder styled frame prediction neural network
models, and settled on testing the altered input on Auto Encoder LSTM networks. We
tested with three different types of sanitized inputs, RGB, black and white, and back-
ground subtracted video footage. These alterations showed that pre-processed inputs,
namely the black and white and background subtracted video data alterations im-
proved various metrics when looking at the success and usability of predicted frames.
Overall the use of less dense input and output data was a benefit of the models.
The last major contribution of this research was an adaptation of a set of auto en-
coder frame prediction models called Temporal Encoders. We came across Temporal
Encoders as we were researching Auto Encoder LSTMs and thought that we could
use what we found along with some model changes to improve this class of models.
The original paper by Butepage, Black, Kragic, and Kjellstrom showed three different
temporal encoders, Semantic, Time Scale, and Hierarchical. We changed all of these
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slightly to not output a series of images but rather output a single image along with
the use of background subtraction to improve the performance of such models [7].
For testing we compared these against their originals, using the set of background
subtracted images. Again we found a slight increase in performance by reducing the
set of output data.
Finally, we tested our models and the base models on a small set of frames from the
real world and an over-populated one. For the real world scenario we saw what we
would expect, that our models had similar improvements over the originals by about
the same amount. Also in some cases it seemed to do just about as good with the
real world as it did in the simulated world. This gives hope to the idea that future
models can use simulation to train a network where there is limited data. In the case
of the overly large data set we saw very sporadic results. This lead us to not have
a true opinion about what caused the problem with this quick test but it was clear
that out setup could not handle an extremely large data set like this one.
All of these things show promise for the work we have but but also has lead to a




There are several things that could be built upon this research. The application of
background subtraction as applied to path prediction, video games as training data,
and further expanding the use of Single Temporal Encoders.
11.1 Background Subtraction
As discussed in this paper Background Subtraction has been widely applied to other
forms of Computer Vision but has not been widely applied to frame prediction. This
paper shows that this is a worthwhile endeavour, at least for constrained systems to
think about the application of background subtraction or some other form of com-
plexity reduction for model input and output data. It seems like a natural extension
of this research to apply this idea to other types of frame prediction and see if this
is more of a wide spread result, rather than just applied to encoder styled frame
prediction models. It would also be informative to see if there is a way to combine
this result with that of regular full-frame prediction. Some form of ensemble network
would be interesting to analyse. Furthermore, applying this to a less constrained net-
work could also yield interesting results, as the improvements provided by background
subtraction may either be accentuated or minuscule in a larger system.
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11.2 Video Games as Training Data
As stated by the results section of this thesis it seemed that the combination of
Background Subtraction and video game training data performed well. It would be
interesting to see if something as readily available as video games could lend itself
in a meaningful way to not only path prediction but also other forms of Neural
Networks. It could prove informative to see a set of different models in different fields
of machine learning research use video game simulations to train on. If more than
just this research can use video game simulations and prove effective it could give
way for the expansion of data sets that were previously hard to get or expensive to
custom simulate.
11.3 Single Temporal Encoders
In this thesis Single Temporal Encoders made their case for being viable alternatives
in frame prediction when applied to a constrained system. It would be natural, to test
these networks on a larger, less constrained system next to see if the same conclusions
hold true. Further, it would be interesting to see if these models also perform well
on a truly realistic data set, not just simulated ones. It would be informative to
compile a lot of pedestrian data and train such models on that as well, but again, as
touched on above, getting this data is currently very hard. In these situations we may
see more stochastic movement and possibly more noise that could affect the models
performance. It would be my hope that these models would scale well with larger
systems and data sets.
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